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Abstract

This thesis applies the word embedding mapping approach to make a lexical

comparison from academic word usage perspective. We aim to demonstrate

the di�erences in academic word usage between a corpus of student writings

and a corpus of academic English, as well as a corpus of student writings and

social media texts. The Vecmap mapping algorithm, commonly used in solving

cross-language mapping problems, was used to map academic English vector

space and social media text vector space into the common student writing vector

space to facilitate the comparison of word representations from di�erent corpora

and to visualize the comparison results. The average distance was de�ned as

a measure of word usage di�erences of 420 typical academic words between

each two corpora, and principal component analysis was applied to visualize

the di�erences. A rank-biased overlap approach was adopted to evaluate the

results of the proposed approach. The experimental results show that the usage

of academic words of student writings corpus is more similar to the academic

English corpus than to the social media text corpus.
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1. Introduction

Compared to carefully edited academic written English, student writings feature non-

standard use of language and di�erent types of errors (Amiri and Puteh, 2017; Stymne

et al., 2017). This can be partly explained by the view that the acquisition of academic

English is later than the acquisition of conversational skills (Collier and Thomas,

1989). As a result, students often present a mixture of formal and informal language

styles, limited and poor word usage and errors in spellings and punctuation in their

writings before they have been fully exposed to and practiced in academic English.

Interestingly, social media language also has many non-standard linguistic features,

such as spelling errors, diverse language styles, use of chat and in-group slang. Based

on this observation, I assume that student writings share some similarities with social

media language, as well as with well-written academic English, but the degree is open

to discussion. This inspired me to compare di�erences and similarities in lexical usage

between student writings, academic written English, and social media language.

Previous lexical usage comparison methods have been based on word frequency

(Kilgarri� and Rose, 1998; Tang et al., 2011). Tan et al. (2015) proposed a method

that uses word embedding to re�ect word usage di�erences between Wikipedia and

Twitter corpora and demonstrates that the method is e�ective in identifying typical

words that can discriminate one corpus from another. The underlying idea of Tan

et al. (2015) is to project two vector spaces into a common space and the applied

vector mapping method is the cross-lingual embedding mapping approach proposed

by Mikolov, Le, et al. (2013). The novelty of this method lies in considering the lexical

comparison of two corpora in one language as a cross-lingual problem and applying

the cross-lingual mapping techniques to solve it. Following this line of thought, I will

apply the word embedding approach to show the academic word usage di�erences

between a student writing corpus and an academic writing corpus and between the

student writing corpus and a Twitter corpus. The di�erence is that I will use a more

e�ective mapping approach proposed by Artetxe et al. (2018). When all the three

word embeddings are in one common vector space, it is possible to compare and

visualize how one word is used in di�erent corpora. To narrow down the focus, I

will only investigate how academic words are used across the three corpora and the

Academic Word List proposed by Coxhead (1998) will be taken as a reference. This

paper assumes that the usage of academic words in a corpus can re�ect the similarity

between the corpus and general academic texts. Under this assumption, this thesis

de�ned an Average Distance to measure the di�erences of academic words usage

across three corpora. Principal component analysis is also applied to visualize the

comparison results. Experimental results shows that he usage of academic words of

student writings corpus is more similar to the academic English corpus than to the

social media text corpus. The biased-ranked overlap is employed to evaluate the results.

The proposed approach can provide a di�erent perspective on how compare word

usage di�erences between di�erent corpora and extend the application of vector space

mapping technique.
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1.1. Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the di�erences of academic word usage

across three corpora by using word embedding mapping technique. The following

two research questions are raised:

1. To what degree do the academic word usage in student writings resemble that

of user-generated text and academic text, respectively?

2. Can the vector space transformation method borrowed from cross-lingual map-

ping methods e�ectively re�ect word usage di�erences?

There are two challenges in this thesis projects:

1. One basis of cross-lingual embedding is the observation that the two equivalent

words in two di�erent languages should have a similar distribution (Mikolov,

Le, et al., 2013). However, in my thesis project, the equivalent words may not

exist in two compared corpora. Even if equivalent words exist, how to do the

vector space mapping when the word distributions in two corpora are way too

di�erent?

2. How to evaluate the e�ectiveness of the comparison approach?

1.2. Outline

This thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce the background of text

analysis of student writings, academic written English and social media language. It

also presents previous studies on lexical comparison, terminology and technique for

word embeddings training and mapping that are important to understand subsequent

chapters. In chapter 3, we describe three corpora used in the thesis, data pre-processing

process. In chapter 4, we present the method of lexical comparison in this thesis. In

chapter 5, we introduce the experimental approach, the results and its visualization,

the evaluation method and �nally discuss the limitations of the study. In chapter 6, we

conclude the thesis project and present the future work.
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2. Background

2.1. Student Writing Analysis

Student writings feature non-standard language usage and di�erent types of errors

usually coexist. Error types include spelling, lexical, morphological, syntactic, semantic

and pragmatic errors (Stymne et al., 2017; Amiri and Puteh, 2017). Amiri and Puteh

(2017) conducted a research about error analysis in academic writings in a public

university in Malaysia and lists types of errors according to their frequencies. The

types of errors include in descending order: (1) sentence structure; (2) articles; (3)

punctuation; (4) capitalization; (5) word choice; (6) prepositions; (7) verb form; (8)

singular/ plural noun ending; (9) word form; (10) subject-verb agreement; (11) word

order; (12) possessive; (13) verb tense.

One important tool that can be used in student writing analysis is SWEGRAM

proposed by Näsman et al. (2017). It is a web-based tool for automatic linguistic

annotation and quantitative analysis of Swedish and English texts. The tool can perform

tokenization, normalization, part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing. The tool

can also provide statistics on the number of tokens, words and sentences, the average

word and sentence lengths, the part-of-speech distribution, readability measure scores

and frequency lists of tokens, lemmas part-of-speech and spelling errors (Näsman

et al., 2017). We can use SWEGRAM to compare student writings with other texts of

various genres and the annotation and statistics of linguistics can present super�cial

linguistic di�erences for further studies.

Other NLP research focus on helping students with improving writing abilities by

giving feedback. Casey et al. (2019) established a framework to annotate features of

the Related Work section in academic writing and can give feedback to novice writers

to help them to get a better understanding of the academic writing convention.

Automated scoring is another important focus of NLP for student writing and some

automated scoring systems have been developed and applied to evaluate the quality of

student writing. For example, E-rater has been applied by Educational Testing Service

(ETS
1
) in TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) and GRE (Graduate Record

Examinations) to evaluate the writing section and now it has been updated to E-rater
2.0 (Attali and Burstein, 2004). E-rater 2.0 can assign a score to a piece of writing based

on its grammar, vocabulary usage, style, organization, topic development and essay

length and the score has been accepted by many graduate schools across the world as

one of their admission requirements.

2.2. Academic Wri�en English

Mastery of academic English is very important for academic success (Rumberger,

2000) and for future employment opportunities and almost all higher educational

institutions provide guidelines for their students. However, there are no universal

standards for academic English. Scarcella (2003) provides a de�nition for academic

English "Academic English is a variety or a register of English used in professional

books and characterized by the speci�c linguistic features associated with academic

1
https://www.ets.org/
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disciplines.” in which "register" refers to a set of linguistic features used in given

circumstances. Two typical circumstances for academic English are university essays

and political documents. Also, academic English can present di�erent features in

di�erent disciplines such as science, economics and mathematics (Johns, 1997). Some

linguists point out that academic English is not only about linguistic features, but

also about other features. For example, Kern (2000) argues that academic literacy

has three dimensions: linguistic, cognitive and sociocultural/ psychological. Kern

emphasized that language, social and cultural practices are intertwined with each

other and thus it is impossible to get a deeper insight of the linguistic features without

investigating the other two factors. The linguistic dimension can be further divided into

smaller components: phonological, lexical, grammatical, sociolinguistic, and discourse

(Scarcella, 2003). I will give a concrete example to explain the di�erence between typical

academic words and general words. In the two sentences below, "constitute" and "make

up" can both express the meaning "to form something" but the word "constitute" is a

better choice for academic text while the "make up" is not.

• Although the identity of the elementary particles that might constitute cold

dark matter remains a mystery, researchers can study generic cold-dark-matter

models with characteristics. (sourced from the Corpus of Contemporary American
English)

• Nsects are made up of tens of thousands of proteins. (scourced from Collins
COBUILD Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 5th Edition)

From the example, it is relatively easy to describe the characteristics of academic

English but di�cult to prescribe what constitutes academic English. This nature

of academic English makes it harder for students to acquire academic English and

therefore a lot of studies (Wu et al., 2010; Salido et al., 2018) have been conducted to

resolve this problem. Salido et al. (2018) proposed a lexical tool for academic writing in

Spanish. This tool allows users to produce academic lexical combinations (collocations,

idioms and formulas) by entering a keyword. Another online collocation writing

assistant system proposed by Wu et al. (2010) can provide automatic collocation

suggestion in academic writing. This system can use the contextual information to

automatically provide suggestions for verb-noun lexical collocations which are thought

to be the most di�cult for students.

2.3. Social Media Language Analysis

Social media have changed the way people create, share and disseminate information

and ideas in the last 20 years, the so-called Social Media2.0 (Korenich et al., 2013).

The �rst social media can be traced back to Six Degrees created in 1997 and it allowed

users to upload a pro�le and "make friends" with other users. Then, blogging sites

gained popularity in 1999 and inspired later social media platforms such as MySpace
and Linkedln in the early 2000s. At the same time, online photo sharing sites such as

Photobucket and Flickr are also welcomed by the public. In 2006, Facebook and Twitter
were created and became sensational immediately and remain one of the frequently

used social networks nowadays, especially for the young generation. New social media

platforms are established constantly and there are 2.82 billion social media users

worldwide in 2019 according to the statistics published by Statista2
and this �gure is

still steadily increasing. As people’s life become closely connected with social media,

2
The data is retrieved on website Statista (https://www.statista.com/statistics/278414/number-of-

worldwide-social-network-users/) on March 1st, 2020.
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the academic community begin to turn their attention to the in�uence the social media

exert on people and social media language analysis. Social media language di�ers

from the traditional written language in several aspects and Benamara et al. (2018)

summarized the di�erences as (1) unstructured texts, (2) presented in many formats,

(3) written in diverse languages and styles, (4) more typographic errors, (5) the usage

of chat and in-group slang (6) use of capitalization and character repetition to express

attitudes (e.g. This movie was Amazing/amaaazzzzing.). Besides these characteristics,

Jon Reed
3

also points out that the hashtag Twitter syntax, neologisms, the coin of

new words and the new meanings of common words all contribute to the evolution of

language and the way we communicate.

One important task of NLP for social media is to analyze the linguistic features of

social media language and author identi�cation is one application. Author identi�cation

seeks to identify authors and other information of authors based on texts. Sap et al.

(2014) established regression and classi�cation models to derive predictive lexica for

age and gender based on the language usage on Facebook, blogs and Twitter. Forensic

authorship attribution using social media language is also widely used nowadays and

Rocha et al. (2017) reviewed major authorship attribution methods that can be used

on social media language. Park et al. (2015) did an interdisciplinary study to create a

model to predict personality traits through analyzing users’ language on Facebook.

2.4. Lexical and Corpus Comparison

Lexical comparison and corpus comparison are often intertwined and most previous

research on has been conducted in di�erent ways using word frequency information.

According to Kilgarri� (1997), one of the earliest work on corpora similarity measure-

ment was presented by Johanson and Ho�and (1989). The aim of this study was to

�nd the most similar genres within the LOB corpora by calculating Spearman rank

correlations for the 89 most frequently used words in each corpus. In 1997, Kilgarri�

(1997) proposed a method for measuring corpus homogeneity and similarity by using

word frequency lists. The method used in Kilgarri� (1997) was to �rst create a word

frequency list for each corpus and then used the G2 statistic to quantify the similarity

between corpora and the homogeneity of the corpus. Rayson and Garside (2000) com-

pared corpora by employing frequency pro�ling to identify words that can distinguish

one corpus from another. This method can also be used to identify grammatical and

lexical categories if the corpus is annotated. Tan et al. (2015) also presents a study to

make a comparison between Microblog corpus and balanced corpus by using word

frequency and lexical semantics. The way Tan et al. (2015) used high frequently used

words is to analyse the lexical semantics of them and then used a sentiment dictionary

to compare the sentiment distribution of the corpora. Unlike other studies using word

frequency information, Artetxe et al. (2018) came up with a method to make a lexical

comparison between Wikipedia and Twitter corpora by using word embeddings. This

approach �rst trained word embeddings for both corpora and then mapped one vector

space into the other one through a transformation matrix. The assumption is that there

is "a linear transformation relationship between the vectors for the most frequent

words from each corpus". Tang et al. (2011) orders vectors based on the frequency in

the target corpus and then uses the ordered vectors to learn a linear transformation

matrix. The contribution of this study is to apply distances in the mapped vector space

to show word usage di�erences of the two corpora.

3
https://blog.oup.com/2014/06/social-media-changing-language/
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2.5. Word Vectors and Word2Vec Embedding

Traditional ways to represent words in NLP tasks include one-hot-encoding and bag-
of-words models. The one-hot-encoding is a technique to encode categorical data. It

represents data in a binary string whose length is equal to the number of categories

and in the binary string only one single bit can be 1, while all others must be 0. The

bag-of-words is a method to extract features from texts and it can turn arbitrary text

into �xed-length vectors by counting how many times each word appears. The disad-

vantage of these two models is that each word is taken as an independent unit and

thus structure (syntactic) and meaning (semantic) relations between words cannot

be captured. This is where the word vectors come into the picture. In linear algebra,

a vector is a geometric object with magnitude and direction in a multi-dimensional

space. Following this line of thought, words can also be represented as �oating points

and mapped onto a multidimensional geometric space in which words with similar

meanings have similar directions. For example, words such as "cats" and "dogs" have

similar word vector representations with "pet" since they tend to occur in the same

context and have similar meanings. Similar to vector operations in mathematics, word

meanings can also be added or subtracted to produce a new word vector. One classic

example is "King +Man -Woman", which can produce a vector close to "Queen" in the

vector space (Mikolov, Yih, et al., 2013).

Currently, Word2Vec is one of the most widely used approaches to producing

word vectors. The Word2Vec model was proposed by Google in 2013 to compute

distributed vector representations of words and can be used to capture contextual and

semantic similarity. There are two model architectures(Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013): the

continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) model and continuous skip-gram model. The CBOW

model is used to predict the current target word based on its surrounding context

words and the word order in the history does not a�ect the prediction (Mikolov, Chen,

et al., 2013) while the continuous skip-gram is applied to predict the surrounding

window of context words based on the current word. As is shown in Figure 2.1, the

left panel shows the basic architecture of the CBOW model. In CBOW, the inputs

are the N surrounding context words in the form of one-hot vector (w (t+2)...w(t-2)

in the example) and they will be be projected into the hidden layer by multiplying

with the weights of the hidden layers. Then we get the weighted sum of the inputs

(the box marked with sum in the left panel in Figure 2.1). The number of the context

words is called window size and in Figure 2.1 the window size is 2, indicating that the

previous 2 words and the next 2 words will be taken as the context. Conversely, in

the skip-gram model, the input is the current word w(t), then it will be projected into

hidden layer (the box marked with sum on the right panel in Figure 2.1) and �nally

output the predicted context words (w(t-2)....w(t+2)). Thus, the Skip-gram model goes

through a reverse process as compared to the CBOW model.
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Figure 2.1.: The CBOW architecture and the Skip-gram architecture (Mikolov, Chen, et al.,

2013). In this diagram, w(t) denotes the current target word, the w(t ± n) denotes

the surrounding context words and sum denotes the weighted sum of inputs into

the next layer.

2.6. Skip-gram Model

In this section, I will walk through how the Skip-gram model works. Take the sentence

"My cat truly loves �sh" as an example. If the input word is "cat" and we select one of its

context words randomly. The objective of the model is to output the probability of every

word in a given corpus of being the selected context word. The output probabilities

indicate the likelihood of �nding each word as the context of the input word. The

objective can also be expressed mathematically. For the word sequenceF1,F2, ...,F) ,

the goal is to maximize the average log probability (Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013)

1

)

)∑
C=1

∑
−2≤ 9≤2,9≠0

;>6p(FC+9 |FC ) (2.1)

in which c denotes the size of the training context, T is the size of the corpus, and

p(FC+9 |FC ) is the softmax function. More details can be found in Mikolov, Sutskever,

et al., 2013.

There are four major steps to get the word vectors by Skip-gram model:

1. Build the corpus vocabulary and convert it into forms that can be processed by

a neural network. One commonly used form is a one-hot vector and it is what is

used in the example.

2. Prepare context-target word pairs (input word, context word), which will be

used in the training process. For the example sentence above, when the window
size is 2 and the current target word is "cat", then word pairs should be ("cat",

"my"), ("cat", "truly") and ("cat", "loves"). The same process will be repeated until

all the word pairs for all possible target and context words are made. All the

word pairs are represented in one-hot vectors in my example.

3. Build the Skip-gram model architecture as is shown in Figure 2.2

4. Train the model. For example, we create a dictionary with 10,000 di�erent words

and convert them into one-hot vectors and then each word becomes a 10,1000

dimension vector. All word pairs prepared in the previous step are fed into the

neural network. Each input is multiplied with weights in the hidden layer (300

dimensions in the example shown in Figure 2.2) and the output layer. In the

output layer, the softmax can convert the neural network output vectors into

probability vectors. In Figure 2.2, there are 10,000 output probability vectors and

each of them represents the probability of a word being the context word of the

target word. The output probability can be calculated through the equation 2.1.
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Figure 2.2.: The Skip-gram neural network model

Negative Sampling is an optimization technique proposed in Mikolov, Sutskever,

et al. (2013) and proves e�ective in reducing the computation burden of the training

process and improving the trained word vector quality. When training a neural network,

the neuron weights are updated for every training example and therefore the training

process is time-consuming especially when the training dataset size is large. Negative

Sampling improves the training e�ciency by only updating a small percentage of

context words weights instead of all of them for each training sample. For example,

when the neural network is trained on the word pair ("cat", "loves") and the output

neuron of "loves" is "1", which is called the "positive word", and all the other words

are output as "0", which is called the "negative words". When negative sampling is

applied, the neural network will randomly select a small number of "negative" words

and update weights of selected "negative" words and the positive words. Mikolov,

Sutskever, et al. (2013) points out that 5-20 words work well for a smaller dataset and

2-5 words for a larger dataset. In this example let’s take 5 negative words and then

the neural network updates the weights of the positive word "loves" and 5 "negative"

words. If the weight matrix size is 300 × 10,000, this means the neural network only

has to update 1,800 weights rather than 3 million weights in the output layer.

2.7. Word Embedding Mapping

Word embedding mapping is in essence a linear transformation process in linear

algebra. For two vector spaces X and Y, if we want to project X onto the vector space Y,

the core is to �nd a transformation matrix M, making XM=Y. Figure 2.3 is a visualized

example of how the linear transformation is used in my thesis project. Suppose we

have a two-dimension vector space X and a two-dimension vector space Y and the

words "propose", "valid" and "area" occupy di�erent positions in space X and Y. Before

one vector space is mapped into another, we cannot measure the relative position of

"propose" from space X and space Y. However, after space X is mapped onto Y, we can

evaluate the relation between the two "propose" vectors sourced from two spaces and

visualize their relation in one plot.
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Figure 2.3.: An example of vector space transformation.

One important word embedding mapping technique is Vecmap mapping algorithm,

a cross-lingual mapping of the word embeddings approach, proposed by Artetxe et al.

(2018). Vecmap is a fully unsupervised mapping method. For word embedding matrices

X and Y, the i-th row -8 and .8 denote the i-th word in their respective vocabularies.

Vecmap serves to learn linear transformation matrices,- and,. and �nally get

mapped embeddings -,- and .,. in a shared space.There are four steps in this

method:

• Step 1: Embedding normalization. The embedding will go through length nor-

malization, mean centering and length normalization again sequentially. The

goal of embedding normalization is to ensure the �nal embedding to have a

unit length so that the cosine similarity of two word vectors can fully re�ect the

semantic similarity.

• Step 2: Unsupervised initialization. One challenge of the unsupervised mapping

process is that the two embedding matrices X and Y are not aligned. There is no

direct correspondence between vectors from the two matrices. So, Artetxe et al.,

2018 proposed an initial solution to resolve this problem. The initialization task

set up two alternative representations -8=8C80; and .8=8C80; that are aligned across

the n-th dimension -8=8C80;_= and .8=8C80;_= . It is used form an initial dictionary

in which the corresponding vocabularies are aligned.

• Step 3: Iteratively re�ne the initial dictionary from the second step through a

robust self-learning procedure.

• Step 4: Re�ne the mapping results through symmetric re-weighting.

2.8. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a multivariate statistical technique and is

now widely used in machine learning. PCA was developed independently by Karl

Pearson (Pearson, 1901) in 1901 and Harold Hotelling (Hotelling, 1933). But the name

"principal component analysis" and the modern instantiation can be contributed to

Harold Hotelling (Abdi and Williams, 2010). PCA becomes commonly used in machine

learning due to its ability in feature extraction and dimensionality reduction. One

bene�t of word vectors is to represent words in a multi-dimensional space in which the

dimensionality represents the number of features. However, multi-dimensionality also

makes it di�cult to visualize and perform computations on the data. Therefore, PCA is

often applied to compress the dataset with higher dimensionality into one with lower

dimensions, without losing too much information and at the same time making data

more readily to be visualized and understood. When the features (dimensions/variables)

13



are less, the relationship between features becomes more clear. The PCA works through

�nding the directions of maximum variance in high-dimensional data and projecting

it onto a new subspace with fewer dimensions. The "principle components” refer to

the linearly uncorrelated variables which can capture the maximum variance in the

original high-dimensional data. Take the dimension reduction from three to two as

an example. As is illustrated in Figure 2.4, for a dataset with three dimensions on

the left panel, PCA1 denotes the principle component that can capture the maximum

variance of the original dataset and PCA2 is the principal component that can capture

the second most variance. Therefore, the pair of orthogonal vectors (PCA1 and PCA2)

forms a plane (the light blue plane), which can capture the maximum variance from the

original dataset. The black points are the original data in the dataset and are projected

onto the plane to form the blue points. Then the PC1 and PCA2 axes rotate to form a

new two-dimensional coordinate as is shown on the right panel.

Figure 2.4.: An example of reducing data from three dimensions to two by PCA
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3. Data

This chapter will describe three corpora that is used in the thesis: Uppsala Student

English Corpus (USE), Twitter corpus and British National Corpus (BNC). USE is

assumed to present some academic characteristics in terms of word usage and it will

be compared with other two. The other two corpora are more extreme in terms of

academic word usage: BNC represents the most academic corpus among the the three

corpora since only the sub-corpus containing academic prose will be used. On the

contrary, Twitter corpus represents the least academic corpus since Han and Baldwin

(2011) supports that social media language presents highly informal style. The USE

will be compared with BNC and Twitter corpus respectively in later experiments.

3.1. Uppsala Student English Corpus

Axelsson (2000) built the Uppsala Student English Corpus (USE), which consists of

1,489 essays written by university students in the department of English in Uppsala

University. The average essay length is 820 words, with 1,221,265 words in total. Most

students are in their �rst term and others are in their second or third term. Essays

vary in topics and genres. Essay types include: 1) personal experience of the English

language; 2) argumentation concerning an issue; 3) re�ections on the medium of

television and its impact on people or other issues; 4) literature course assignment;

5) culture course assignment; 6) discussion of some recent trend; 7) short papers in

English linguistics.
1

One thing that should be noticed is that 30 essays in the corpus

are written by second-term teacher trainees and therefore they are deleted in this

thesis project. After deleting 30 essays, there are 1459 essays and 1,196,974 words.

3.2. Twi�er Corpus

The data of the Twitter corpus are collected by using Tweepy
2
, a Python library for

the Twitter API. I set two standards to �lter tweets. First, the tweets must be written

in English and thus I set the language to be "en" (English). Secondly, the tweets must

contain at least one commonly used academic word. The academic words take the

"parent words” in Academic Word List ( Coxhead, 1998) as a reference, in which there

are 570 commonly used academic word families. For example, words like "automate",

"automated", "automatic", "automatically" and "automation" belong to the one word

family and the word "automate" is the "parent word". In addition, the same word

with di�erent part-of-speech belong to di�erent word families. For example, the verb

"advocate" and the noun "advocate" belong to two word families and thus counted as

two "parent words" in the list. In this situation, it is regarded as one ”parent word"

in this thesis project, since the tweets are not tagged for part-of-speech and part-of-

speech is not our research focus in the thesis. Therefore, 570 word families contain 563

di�erent "parent words”, which are used as commonly used academic words to �lter

1
The essay types are sourced from https://www.engelska.uu.se/research/english-language/electronic-

resources/use/ with the latest updated information (Axelsson, 2000)

2
https://www.tweepy.org/
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tweets. After removing URLs, hashtags, mentions, reserved words (RT, FAV), emojis

and smileys, there are around 2,000,000 words in the Twitter corpus.

3.3. British National Corpus (BNC)

The British National Corpus (BNC) consists of 100 million words of English written and

spoken texts. The written texts account for 90% of BNC and the genres cover extracts

from newspapers, periodical, journals, academic books, popular �ction, published and

unpublished letters and memoranda, school and university essays. The domains of

written texts include: natural science, pure science, applied science, social science,

world a�airs, commerce and �nance, arts, belief and thought, and leisure. The spoken

texts account for 10% of BNC and the texts include orthographic transcriptions of

unscripted informal conversations recorded by volunteers with varied age, region and

social class backgrounds and spoken language texts acquired in other contexts such

as formal business or government meeting, radio shows and phone-ins (Burnage and

Dunlop, 1992). The structure of BNC corpus is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1.: The structure of BNC corpus

This thesis work will only use part of the writing component of the BNC with

academic attributes. In the XML version of BNC corpus, there are six categories for

written texts: �ction, academic prose, non-academic prose, newspapers, other published

and unpublished.
3

Only the academic prose subcorpus will be used. The type for

academic prose is classi�ed as "ACPROSE" in the XML version. There are 14,598,582

words in the academic prose sub-corpus. For convenience, in later sections, the BNC

academic prose sub-corpus is represented as BNC corpus.

3
http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/docs/URG.xml?splitLevel=-1
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4. Methodology

Figure 4.1 shows the work�ow of the method in this thesis project. The raw data from

the three corpora are pre-processed before being fed into Skip-gram model. The reason

we use Skip-gram model is that the output are probabilities of words of being context

words of the input word. We will use the context words with highest probabilities to

analyse the word usage of the input word. After the word embeddings of the three

corpora are generated, the BNC vector space and the Twitter vector space will be

mapped to the USE vector space by the Vecmap mapping algorithm. The usage of

academic words will be analysed in the common vector space using Average Distance.

Finally, the mapped results will be visualized by applying PCA. Each step will be

explained in detail in the following sections.

Figure 4.1.: Workflow of the method in this thesis project

4.1. Data Pre-processing

The Skip-gram model is implemented by the gensim library
1

and the gensim word2vec

requires the input data to be "list of list" format before training. To be more speci�c,

each text in the corpus must be contained in a list and each list contains lists of tokens

of the given text. Besides transforming the data into "list of list" format, I also perform

some basic preprocessing work through the NLTK library and the preprocessing tasks

include:

1. lowercase: convert all texts into lowercase using the lowercase function in the

nltk library.

2. removing all punctuation.

3. tokenize all texts: the tokeniser used in this thesis is RegexpTokenizer in the nltk

library because it can tokenize the texts and remove all punctuation at the same

time.

4. remove stop words: stop words are a set of commonly used words such as "a",

"an", "the" etc. in a given language. Stop words are removed in this thesis because

there are too many of them in the texts and they can decrease the importance of

other meaningful words in word embeddings. The stop words list is shown in

appendix A.

5. lemmatize all tokenized words: the lemmatizer is WordNetLemmatizer2
in the

nltk library.

1
https://pypi.org/project/gensim/

2
https://www.nltk.org/<>3D;4B/=;C:/BC4</F>A3=4C .ℎC<;
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For the data in the Twitter corpus, I �rst clean the data through tweet-preprocessor

API, demoji library
3

and re library before performing the normal preprocessing work

as above. The data cleaning tasks include:

1. remove URLs

2. remove hashtags (#)

3. remove mentions (@)

4. remove reserved words such as RT and FAV (RT stands for "Retweet", FAV means

"Favorite")

5. remove emojis

6. remove smileys

7. remove non-English characters

4.2. Embedding Using Gensim

The Skip-gram model is adopted to train word embeddings for the three corpora in

the thesis. The reason for using Skip-gram model is that the context words will be

used to analyse word usage. The skip-gram model is implemented by gensim
4

and the

parameter settings are illustrated in Table 4.1.

sg size window min_count negative iter workers hs sorted_vocab

1 300 10 2 15 10 5 0 1

Table 4.1.: Experiment Parameter Se�ing

Details of the parameters (all the parameter explanation is based on the gensim

documentation
5
):

• sg: this parameter decides the training algorithm and "1" represents skip-gram

algorithm.

• size: this parameter refers to the dimensionality of the word vectors and therefore

300 represents 300 dimensions.

• window: this parameter refers to the maximum distance between the current

and predicted word within a sentence which has been introduced in Section 2.5

and the window size to set to be 10 because the average tweet sentence length

is 9.2 ±6.4 (Baldwin et al., 2013) and the average sentence length of texts in BNC

is 16.32.

• min_count: all words with the frequency lower than this value will not be

considered. It is set to be "2" to prevent the low frequent academic words in the

twitter corpus to be �ltered out.

• negative: the negative sampling will be used when the value is bigger than 0.

The negative is 15 means that 15 "noise words" should be drawn.

• iter: number of iterations (epochs) over the corpus.

3
https://pypi.org/project/demoji/

4
https://pypi.org/project/gensim/

5
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
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• workers: number of threads to use in training.

• hs: when hs is set to be "0", negative sampling is applied.

• sorted_vocab: when this parameter is set to be "1", the vocabulary will be sorted

by descending frequency before being assigned word indexes.

4.3. Vector Space Mappping Using Vecmap

In this thesis project, the Vecmap mapping algorithm is adopted to map one vector

space into another and the algorithm has been covered in Section 2.7. The purpose

is to compare word usage di�erence between USE and BNC and between USE and

Twitter corpus and thus I mapped BNC vector space into the USE vector space and

Twitter vector space into USE vector space respectively. The Vecmap is a cross-lingual

mapping method and it requires source language embedding and target embedding

as input. When I mapped BNC onto the USE (referred to as BNC-USE mapping), the

BNC is taken as the source language and USE as the target language. The same logic

goes for mapping Twitter corpus embedding into USE (referred to as Twitter-USE

mapping).

4.4. Average Distance for comparison

To measure the similarity of word usage, I de�ne an Average Distance (denoted as

AD):

Average Distance =
1

=

=∑
8=1

| %DB4−8 − %-−8 | (4.1)

For a list containing the selected academic words: �= = {F1...F=} and F8 is the i-th
item in the list. %DB4−8 denotes the word representation ofF8 in the USE corpus after

the 300 dimensions are reduced to two dimensions using PCA. In %-−8 , the X denotes

either the BNC corpus or the Twitter corpus and thus the %-−8 refers to the word

representation of F8 in the BNC or Twitter corpus. | %DB4−8 − %-−8 | is the distance

between the same word from USE corpus and X corpus. AD is average distance of

same words from di�erent corpora. Figure 4.2 is a visualized example and AD in this

example is the average distance of L1, L2 and L3.

Figure 4.2.: An example of distance between word vectors. Red dots and green dots represent

the vectors from two di�erent corpora. Blue double arrows L1, L2 l3 represent

the distance between two vectors.
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5. Experiments

In the experiments, we will compare the usage of academic words across three corpora

by calculating the Average Distance. The assumption of this thesis project is that the

academic words in a corpus re�ect the similarity between that corpus and academic

texts. If the academic words in the USE corpus as a whole are closer to the same

academic word group in another corpus, then the academic word usage in the USE

corpus is more similar to the academic word usage in that corpus.

The academic words are based on the Academic Word List (Coxhead, 1998), which

have already been introduced in Section 3.2. However, some academic words appear

in one corpus but not in the others, in which case the Average Distance cannot be

calculated, so I kept only the headwords that are present in all three corpora. Finally,

420 words are kept and the selected word list is presented in the appendix B. Finally,

the Average Distance of the 420 academic words between the USE and BNC corpus,

and between the USE corpus and Twitter corpus was calculated for comparison.

5.1. Results and Visualization

Table 5.1 shows the results of the comparison of academic word usage between USE

and BNC and between USE and the Twitter corpus. The results show that the academic

word usage of USE is more similar to BNC than to the Twitter corpus.

USE to BNC AD USE to Twitter AD

420 academic words 0.68 0.69

Table 5.1.: Ad of academic words between USE and BNC, USE and Twi�er corpus

To investigate which words make more contribution to this result, I calculate AD of

every single academic word in the list and divide the 420 academic words into two

groups: 1) the words that are closer to BNC, 2) the words that are closer to Twitter

corpus. Since the word lists are too long, I put them in appendix C.

To get a better understanding of how di�erent words distinguish between di�erent

corpora, I pick up two words that are closer to BNC ( "reveal" and "consume") and one

word that is closer to Twitter corpus ("minimal"). Table 5.2 listed 5 most similar words

of the same word in the three corpora. In BNC, "minimal" are more similar to the words

capable of expressing "very small in amount" ("low", "pituitary", "minimum", "reduced")

or its opposite ("maximally"), while in Twitter it is more similar to the words used

to describe an objects of simple structure ("ak-47) or less activities (policing) in daily

life. The intuition informs that the word "minimal" in USE is more similar to the BNC

because of "diminishing". However, it is more similar to Twitter corpus. That is why

we need a quanti�ed method to resolve the ambiguity and this is where the proposed

approach can be useful. One possible explanation of the result is that "bottleneck"

and "concern" usually used to express subjective emotions or worries in everyday life,

which can hardly be found in formal academic written texts. The words most closely

related to "consume" also su�er from the same ambiguity problem. It is hard to link the

5 most similar words of USE to the �ve words of BNC nor Twitter corpus. Interestingly,

it is easy to see that the �ve words of BNC and Twitter corpus are closely connected
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because they all contain words about food and this can be supported by Figure 5.2.

The word "reveal" in USE is used in the context that is related to theories ("stoicism")

and making things better understood (deepen, sharpen). The 5 most similar words of

"reveal" in BNC are also about making something known ("uncover" and "sharpen").

In Twitter corpus, "reveal" is more similar to words describing social life and social

events ("lock-down", "shoot","weaponised"). In these three examples, we can note the

di�culty of identifying the use of the same word in di�erent contexts.

Words 5 Most Similar Words in USE 5 Most Similar Words in BNC 5 Most Similar Words in Twitter

minimal Diminishing, bottleneck, cerebral, hypothetical, concern low, maximally, pituitary, minimum, reduced Vulcan, plagiarizer,ak-47,policing,de�es

consume coverage, upbring, videogames, aquired addicted food, consumed, consuming, productive,nutritionally nectar, salt, conservative, trimming, consumption

reveal persuading, stoicism, naivety, deepen, sharpen uncover, sharpen, patterns, analysis, interaction weaponised, �atlining, lock-downs, subscription, shoot

Table 5.2.: 5 most similar word of four typical word in the three corpora

Another task of this thesis project is to visualize the distribution of vectors after

the vector space mapping work. PCA is applied to illustrate the word vectors after

mapping. In the following �gures below in this section, there are three labels in three

colors. The blue dots represent word representations of the USE corpus. The vectors

from the other two corpora need to be mapped into the USE vector space, so the USE

vectors are are the original vectors without any mapping process. "B_U" denotes BNC

vectors that are mapped into USE vector space. Following the same naming convention,

"T_U" represents Twitter vectors being mapped into the USE vector space. Figure 5.1 is

the PCA visualization of distribution of all academic words in three corpora. However,

the visualization is not reader-friendly because of the packed dots. Figure 5.2 PCA

visualization of distribution of three academic words in the above examples across the

three corpora. Figure 5.2 supports that "minimal" of USE is closer to Twitter corpus

while "consume" and "reveal" are closer to BNC.

Figure 5.1.: The PCA visualization of distribu-

tion of all academic words in three

corpora

Figure 5.2.: The PCA visualization of distribu-

tion of three academic words in

three corpora

5.2. Evaluation

Rank-biased overlap (RBO) is proposed by Webber et al. (2010) to measure the similarity

of two incomplete, top-weighted and inde�nite ranked lists. I will use two in�nite

ranked lists S and T to illustrate how RBO is calculated. (1:3 and )1:3 refers to the �rst

to the d-th items in lists S and T respectively. (1:3 ∩)1:3 is the intersection of S and T

to depth d and the size of this intersection is | (1:3 ∩)1:3 |, which is also the overlap of

S and T at depth d (Webber et al., 2010).Webber et al., 2010 de�nes the proportion of

the overlap of S and T at depth d as the agreement:

| (1:3 ∩)1:3 |
3

(5.1)
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Webber et al. (2010) de�nes the parameter p to determine the top-weightness. A smaller

p value will only consider a few top ranked items in the lists while a bigger p value

will consider more items. For example, only the �rst-ranked item in the list will be

compared if the p value is 0. As the p value comes closer to 1, more items will be

considered.

The rank-biased overlap of lists S and T is de�ned as:

'�$ ((,) , ?) = (1 − ?)
∞∑
3=1

?3−1
| (1:3 ∩)1:3 |

3
(5.2)

The value of RBO ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 mean that the two lists do not overlap

and 1 means that the two lists are the same.

In this thesis work, the items(words) in the lists are ranked based on their frequency.

The word with the highest frequency is ranked �rst in the list. d is set to be 50, which

means that the top 50 words will be computed. p is set to be 0.9 and it means that the

top 10 items have 86% of the weights. Webber et al. (2010) suggests that ROB will give

a reasonable performance when the depth (d) is 50 and p value is 0.9.

Table 5.3 shows the results that the USE corpus is more similar to the BNC corpus

than to the Twitter corpus. The RBO results support the results generated in the

previous section. The results also indicate that the vector space mapping technique

borrowed from the cross-lingual embedding mapping domain can be applied to re�ect

the lexical usage di�erence between di�erent corpora. The vector space mapping

makes it possible to compare di�erences in one common space and makes it easier to

visualize the comparison results.

RBO value

USE and BNC 0.288

USE and Twitter 0.266

Table 5.3.: The RBO results between corpora

5.3. Discussion

In this section we will discuss the limitations of this study and possible improvement

approaches.

First, the small size of USE corpus negatively a�ects the quality of embedding. As

shown in Section 3, the USE corpus only consists of 1,196,974 words while the Twitter

corpus contains 2,000,000 words and BNC corpus has 14,598,582 words. Altszyler

et al. (2016) points out that the Skip-gram model trains better embeddings when the

corpus size is large, because the Skip-gram model is a prediction-based model that

requires a large dataset to accommodate its higher dimensions and lot of parameters.

It is possible that the small size of USE corpus negatively in�uenced the �nal results,

but the extent is open to discussion. One way to address this data imbalance is to

enlarge the dataset by combining the USE corpus with other student corpora (e.g.,

the Michigan Corpus of Upper-Level Student Papers
1
). Another solution would be

adopting the Retro�tting technique proposed by Faruqui et al. (2014). The core of this

approach is to �ne-tune the pre-trained word vectors by using external knowledge

bases and semantic networks, without making any assumptions about how the input

vectors were constructed (Faruqui et al., 2014).

1
https://micusp.elicorpora.info/
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Secondly, a more precise evaluation approach should be applied to evaluate the

proposed method. The limitation of RBO is its inability to capture the di�erences

between vectors in a higher dimensional space and RBO can only compare two ranked

lists. Therefore, a more precise evaluation method is needed to measure whether the

position of the mapped vectors maximally re�ects their position in the original vector

space. The vector mapping technique was originally used in machine translation and

there are a gold standard translations to evaluate the mapping results. However, there is

currently no gold-standard solution for lexical comparison tasks using vector mapping,

so we cannot use the evaluation experience of machine translation as a reference.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis compares academic word usage across the three corpora using word embed-

ding mapping. The purpose is to investigate the di�erences in academic word usage

between a corpus of student writings and a corpus of academic English, as well as a

corpus of student writings and social media texts. The Vecmap mapping algorithm is

adopted to map academic English vector space and social media text vector space into

the shared student writings vector space in order to perform lexical comparisons in a

common vector space. The Average Distance is de�ned to measure the di�erences of

academic word usage in the mapped vector space, and PCA is employed to visualize

the comparison results. The experimental results show that the usage of academic

words is more similar between the USE and BNC corpora than between the USE and

Twitter corpora. The RBO is applied to evaluate the word embedding mapping results

and it is found that this approach can be used to re�ect lexical di�erences. Another

contribution of this paper is that it explores the extension of the word embedding

mapping technique in the cross-lingual mapping domain.

For future work, several aspects of my research could be expanded on. First, I would

like to experiment with more di�erent types of corpus. For example, the same method

could be used to analyse the word usage of novels by di�erent authors. Secondly, I

will add weightness of each academic words when performing the corpus comparison.

This is inspired by the way RBO works and the Coxhead (1998). In the Academic Word
List of Coxhead (1998), the words are divided into 10 sub-lists based on their frequency

of use. For example, sub-list 1 contains the most frequently used academic words. If

word frequency re�ects the academic nature of a corpus, then it should be translated

into weights for that word and applied to the comparison.
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A. Stop words list

Stop words list in NLTK: ’i’, ’me’, ’my’, ’myself’, ’we’, ’our’, ’ours’, ’ourselves’, ’you’,

"you’re", "you’ve", "you’ll", "you’d", ’your’, ’yours’, ’yourself’, ’yourselves’, ’he’, ’him’,

’his’, ’himself’, ’she’, "she’s", ’her’, ’hers’, ’herself’, ’it’, "it’s", ’its’, ’itself’, ’they’, ’them’,

’their’, ’theirs’, ’themselves’, ’what’, ’which’, ’who’, ’whom’, ’this’, ’that’, "that’ll", ’these’,

’those’, ’am’, ’is’, ’are’, ’was’, ’were’, ’be’, ’been’, ’being’, ’have’, ’has’, ’had’, ’having’,

’do’, ’does’, ’did’, ’doing’, ’a’, ’an’, ’the’, ’and’, ’but’, ’if’, ’or’, ’because’, ’as’, ’until’,

’while’, ’of’, ’at’, ’by’, ’for’, ’with’, ’about’, ’against’, ’between’, ’into’, ’through’, ’during’,

’before’, ’after’, ’above’, ’below’, ’to’, ’from’, ’up’, ’down’, ’in’, ’out’, ’on’, ’o�’, ’over’,

’under’, ’again’, ’further’, ’then’, ’once’, ’here’, ’there’, ’when’, ’where’, ’why’, ’how’, ’all’,

’any’, ’both’, ’each’, ’few’, ’more’, ’most’, ’other’, ’some’, ’such’, ’no’, ’nor’, ’not’, ’only’,

’own’, ’same’, ’so’, ’than’, ’too’, ’very’, ’s’, ’t’, ’can’, ’will’, ’just’, ’don’, "don’t", ’should’,

"should’ve", ’now’, ’d’, ’ll’, ’m’, ’o’, ’re’, ’ve’, ’y’, ’ain’, ’aren’, "aren’t", ’couldn’, "couldn’t",

’didn’, "didn’t", ’doesn’, "doesn’t", ’hadn’, "hadn’t", ’hasn’, "hasn’t", ’haven’, "haven’t",

’isn’, "isn’t", ’ma’, ’mightn’, "mightn’t", ’mustn’, "mustn’t", ’needn’, "needn’t", ’shan’,

"shan’t", ’shouldn’, "shouldn’t", ’wasn’, "wasn’t", ’weren’, "weren’t", ’won’, "won’t",

’wouldn’, "wouldn’t"
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B. Selected academic words

The common academic words appearing USE, BNC and Twitter corpora: abandon,

abstract, academy, access, accommodate, accompany, accurate, achieve, acquire, adapt,

adequate, adjust, adult, advocate, a�ect, aid, albeit, alter, alternative, ambiguous, amend,

analyse, annual, anticipate, apparent, appreciate, approach, appropriate, approximate,

arbitrary, area, aspect, assemble, assist, assume, assure, attach, attain, attitude, attribute,

author, authority, available, aware, behalf, bene�t, bias, bond, brief, bulk, capable, ca-

pacity, category, cease, challenge, channel, chapter, chart, chemical, circumstance,

civil, clarity, classic, clause, code, coherent, collapse, colleague, comment, commission,

commit, communicate, community, compatible, compensate, complement, complex,

component, compound, comprehensive, conceive, concentrate, concept, conclude, con-

duct, confer, con�ne, con�rm, con�ict, conform, consent, consequent, considerable,

consist, constant, constitute, construct, consult, consume, contact, contemporary, con-

text, contract, contradict, contrary, contrast, contribute, controversy, converse, convert,

convince, cooperate, core, corporate, correspond, couple, create, credit, crucial, culture,

currency, cycle, data, debate, decade, decline, de�ne, de�nite, demonstrate, denote,

deny, derive, design, despite, detect, deviate, device, devote, di�erentiate, dimension,

diminish, discriminate, display, distinct, distort, distribute, diverse, document, domain,

domestic, dominate, draft, drama, duration, dynamic, economy, edit, element, eliminate,

emerge, emphasis, empirical, enable, encounter, energy, enforce, enhance, enormous,

ensure, environment, equip, equivalent, error, establish, estate, estimate, ethic, ethnic,

evaluate, eventual, evident, evolve, exceed, exclude, exhibit, external, extract, facil-

itate, factor, feature, federal, fee, �le, �nal, �nance, �exible, focus, format, formula,

forthcoming, found, foundation, framework, function, fund, fundamental, furthermore,

gender, generate, generation, globe, goal, grade, grant, guarantee, guideline, hence,

hierarchy, highlight, hypothesis, identical, identify, ideology, ignorance, illustrate,

image, impact, implement, imply, impose, incidence, income, incorporate, indicate,

individual, induce, inevitable, infrastructure, inherent, initial, initiate, input, insight,

instance, institute, integrate, integrity, intelligence, intense, interact, intermediate,

internal, interpret, interval, invest, likewise, link, logic, maintain, major, manipulate,

manual, margin, mature, mechanism, medical, medium, mental, method, military,

minimal, minimize, minimum, ministry, minor, mode, monitor, motive, mutual, net-

work, neutral, nevertheless, nonetheless, norm, normal, notion, nuclear, objective,

obtain, obvious, occupy, occur, odd, ongoing, option, outcome, overall, overseas, panel,

paragraph, parallel, participate, passive, perceive, percent, period, persist, perspective,

phase, phenomenon, philosophy, physical, plus, policy, portion, pose, positive, poten-

tial, precede, publish, pursue, qualitative, quote, radical, random, range, rational, react,

recover, regime, register, regulate, reinforce, reject, relax, relevant, reluctance, rely,

remove, require, research, reside, resolve, resource, respond, restore, restrain, restrict,

retain, reveal, revenue, reverse, revise, revise, revolution, rigid, role, route, scenario,

schedule, scheme, scope, section, sector, secure, seek, select, sequence, series, sex, shift,

signi�cant, similar, site, sole, somewhat, source, speci�c, specify, sphere, tape, target,

task, team, technical, technique, technology, temporary, tense, text, theme, thereby,

thesis, topic, trace, transform, transmit, transport, trend, trigger, ultimate, undergo,

underline, undertake, uniform, unique, valid, vary, vehicle, version, via, violate, virtual,

visible, vision, volume, voluntary, whereas, whereby, widespread
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C. Two groups of words

Words that are closer to BNC: abandon, academy, access, accommodate, accurate,

achieve, acquire, adapt, adequate, adjust, adult, a�ect, aid, alternative, analyse, appro-

priate, approximate, assist, assume, assure, attain, authority, bene�t, bond, capable,

category, cease, circumstance, classic, coherent, collapse, colleague, comment, com-

mission, commit, compensate, complex, component, comprehensive, concept, confer,

con�rm, conform, consent, considerable, constant, consume, contemporary, contract,

contrary, contrast, controversy, converse, convert, cooperate, core, corporate, corre-

spond, credit, culture, currency, debate, decline, design, despite, deviate, device, devote,

di�erentiate, dimension, diminish, discriminate, display, distinct, distort, distribute,

diverse, domestic, dominate, economy, element, empirical, enable, enforce, enhance,

enormous, ensure, equip, error, establish, estate, ethnic, eventual, evident, exclude,

exhibit, external, extract, facilitate, factor, feature, federal, fee, �nal, �nance, formula,

forthcoming, found, fund, furthermore, globe, grant, guarantee, guideline, hence, high-

light, identify, ignorance, illustrate, image, impact, implement, imply, impose, income,

indicate, infrastructure, inherent, initial, initiate, instance, institute, integrity, intense,

interact, internal, interpret, invest, link, maintain, major, manipulate, mature, method,

military, minimize, minor, motive, mutual, neutral, normal, obtain, obvious, occur, odd,

ongoing, overall, parallel, phase, phenomenon, policy, pose, positive, publish, pursue,

quote, random, react, recover, regime, register, regulate, reinforce, relevant, reluctance,

rely, remove, require, research, resource, respond, restore, restrain, restrict, retain,

reveal, revenue, rigid, scheme, section, sector, secure, sex, signi�cant, similar, sole,

somewhat, source, speci�c, specify, team, technical, technique, technology, temporary,

tense, text, theme, thereby, topic, trace, transmit, trigger, undertake, uniform, unique,

valid, version, virtual, visible, vision, voluntary.

Words that are closer to Twitter corpus: abstract, accompany, advocate, albeit,

alter, ambiguous, amend, annual, anticipate, apparent, appreciate, approach, arbitrary,

area, aspect, assemble, attach, attitude, attribute, author, available, aware, behalf, bias,

brief, bulk, capacity, challenge, channel, chapter, chart, chemical, civil, clarity, clause,

code, communicate, community, compatible, complement, compound, conceive, con-

centrate, conclude, conduct, con�ne, con�ict, consequent, consist, constitute, construct,

consult, contact, context, contradict, contribute, convince, couple, create, crucial, cycle,

data, decade, de�ne, de�nite, demonstrate, denote, deny, derive, detect, document,

domain, draft, drama, duration, dynamic, edit, eliminate, emerge, emphasis, encounter,

energy, environment, equivalent, estimate, ethic, evaluate, evolve, exceed, �le, �exible,

focus, format, foundation, framework, function, fundamental, gender, generate, gener-

ation, goal, grade, hierarchy, hypothesis, identical, ideology, incidence, incorporate,

individual, induce, inevitable, input, insight, integrate, intelligence, intermediate, inter-

val, likewise, logic, manual, margin, mechanism, medical, medium, mental, minimal,

minimum, ministry, mode, monitor, network, nevertheless, nonetheless, norm, notion,

nuclear, objective, occupy, option, outcome, overseas, panel, paragraph, participate,

passive, perceive, percent, period, persist, perspective, philosophy, physical, plus, por-

tion, potential, precede, qualitative, radical, range, rational, reject, relax, reside, resolve,

reverse, revise, revise, revolution, role, route, scenario, schedule, scope, seek, select,

sequence, series, shift, site, sphere, tape, target, task, thesis, transform, transport, trend,
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ultimate, undergo, underline, vary, vehicle, via, violate, volume, whereas, whereby,

widespread.
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